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EUROPEan UnIOn

rob GrIffItHs

tHe fUnDaMentaL treaties of  the eU
provide the framework for capitalist free
markets, the unrestrained movement of

capital, corporate power, monetarist public finance
limits, an open market in public sector procurement
contracts and severe restrictions on state
investment or aid to industry amount. this is the
essence of  the european Union. 

the anti-Corbyn right in the parliamentary
Labour party sees the subversion of  the
referendum result as its main goal which,
combined with faked-up charges of  anti-semitism,
as the means to bring down Corbyn.

on its main campaign priority it has now been
joined by a new grouping – Love socialism Hate
brexit – that wants to give a leftish spin to its bid
to keep britain in the eU.

Despite the ‘socialism’ in its name this new
outfit has attracted a host of  right-wing Labour
figures. It says it opposes brexit on the grounds
that it is a ‘right-wing tory project’ which attacks
the environment, migrants and the working-class.

this flies in the face of  the fact that opposition
to britain's membership of, first the Common
Market and, since the Maastricht treaty, the
european Union, has been a basic left-wing policy
which for many years was the common sense
basis of  the Labour and trade union approach

there have been decades of  Labour-left
opposition to the Common Market/eU project
from aneurin bevan and Michael foot to tony
benn and Dennis skinner. even Clement attlee,
no left winger, was convinced that the post war
Labour government should avoid entanglement in
the project for european capitalist integration. In
its origins the euro federal project had the
support of  oswald Mosley's post war fascist
vehicle, the european Movement, which wanted
a united capitalist europe to confront the socialist
countries and exploit its colonies in concert. 

the tory government, for its own self-serving
purposes of  preventing a split or mass defections
to UKIp, offered the people of  britain a
referendum on the eU. 

yet many Labour Mps including tony benn,
Jeremy Corbyn and most others on the left
demanded a referendum in order to stop the eU
Maastricht treaty in 1993. 

the pro-eU tory government denied one in
order to drive through the treaty's neoliberalising
programme.  Labour promised a referendum
when in office in 2004 and at the 2005 general
election on any further eU constitutional changes,
knowing that many Labour voters opposed
further integration. Corbyn also voted for a
referendum in 2011 against the Lisbon treaty,
which the tory government chose to adopt
without a referendum.

all of  which indicates that opposition to the eU
is not and never has been, in essence, a right-wing
tory project. 

opposition to eU membership comes from
many quarters. Many tory Mps oppose britain's
loss of  sovereignty and want to severely restrict
immigration from eastern europe. some fear an
erosion of  britain's subservient alliance with the
Us, despite recent eU treaty changes aligning the
eU with the policies and structures of  nato. 

Many tory neoliberals oppose eU regulation of
financial services, the labour market or
environmental standards. they exaggerate the
extent of  that regulation and any restrictions it
places on big business, just as many Labour,
Green, tUC and other pro-eU elements join in
the exaggeration — in an effort to present the
eU in a progressive light. 

but many tory and most right-wing Labour
Mps also understand that the eU and its treaties
and institutions have been designed to protect
free-market capitalism. that's why they support
eU membership. they cannot conceive of  an
alternative to capitalist globalisation.

the remain campaign was backed by britain's
main big business bodies – the CbI, the Institute
of Directors and the engineering employers
federation – as well as by most major City banks
including the bank of  england itself. Here are the
authoritative voices of  british monopoly capital
and this is why the eU is a class issue.

the idea that Labour should campaign inside to
‘transform’ the eU in the ‘best traditions of
international democratic socialism’ lacks
credibility. 

electoral support for almost all of  europe's
traditional social-democratic parties with their
pro-eU, pro-austerity orientation has collapsed.
Most left wing parties – especially the
communists – reject the delusion that the eU can
be transformed into a vehicle for socialism.  

the eU is hard wired against socialist solutions.
none of the forces that promote the idea that it
can be reformed from within have a realistic
strategy for doing so. 

Left wing supporters of  britain’s membership
will acknowledge the neo-liberal essence of  the
eU but talk abstractly about ‘transforming’ it.
When pressed they avoid a discussion about the
actual processes involved in changing the eU’s
treaties or reconstituting its ruling bodies because
they know that these things are beyond
democratic control.

rob GrIffItHs Is tHe CoMMUnIst party’s
GeneraL seCretary

‘Under a capitalist
regime, the United
states of Europe
are either
impossible or
reactionary.’
V. I. Lenin. 

HEaLTH and saFETy

Janet neWsaM

LoW pay affects our choices, whether to work overtime, or extra shifts,
our ability to take sick leave or report an injury or have the confidence to
raise a health and safety issue.  It makes it harder to escape insecure or

dangerous jobs. Virtually all health and safety risks, from stress to dust
exposure to heavy lifting go up, as our pay goes down.  Low pay increases
our blood pressure and can kill.  and the workers most at risk are those at
the bottom of the workplace pecking order, and are generally still women,
black and ethnic minorities, migrant workers, young and disabled workers.  

Workers are shackled with debt and suffocating under low paid casual and
zero hours contracts.  Contracts like those with sports Direct.  Mainly
migrant workers and on zero hours contracts ere affected.  Mps described
their working conditions as like a ‘Victorian workhouse’.  Workers who
were unable to take time off work with life threatening conditions because
of the firm’s  draconian ‘three strikes and you’re out’ policy!  Workers even
had to call ambulances from the workplace because they were too ill and
one worker gave birth to her baby in the toilets. 

Workers are being treated as disposable.  their health, welfare and safety
are disregarded with conditions at work worsening, as employers squeeze
ever more profits.  

What has happened to tea breaks, lunch breaks and even toilet breaks?
Call centre workers being timed when they go to the toilet and if  they spend
too much time in any one week they are disciplined and face the sack.
Drivers are having to wear nappies because access to toilets are refused or
limited.  Menstruating women have to hold up red cards to show they need
more toilet breaks.  at a recent Hazards Conference it was reported that a
young woman was left lone working in a retail outlet without welfare breaks
and she bled through her uniform.

young workers in the fast food sector face being burnt by boiling hot
grease, work in cramped conditions and have to sleep on friends’ floors
because their wages are too low and too irregular to be able to afford rent.
Low paid shop and fast food workers facing violence at work because
security has been cut or is non existent.  

as more and more workers find themselves in precarious casual work,
health and safety law enforcement staff – with radically cut resources – are
struggling to challenge unscrupulous dangerous employers.  

We need radical change.  the Hazards Campaign has recently launched its
manifesto for a health and safety system fit for workers: Decent jobs and
decent lives, which sets out their prescription for better, decent, healthy
work.  www.hazardscampaign.org.uk/manifesto

this year’s International Workers Memorial Day theme is ‘taking Control
– Getting Dangerous substances out of work’.  there are many jobs where
workers health is at risk because of the toxic substances they work with.
every year over 50,000 will die because of occupational diseases and 30,000
deaths are caused by exposures to dangerous substances. the cost to
society of harming, killing and injuring workers is  between £30 and £60
billion of which only 19 per cent is borne by bad employers.  the costs are
paid by us all and the families of those people killed, injured or made ill.
nearly every death, injury or occupational illness should and could have
been prevented.  Good health and safety laws, strictly enforced with regular
proactive inspections, and appropriate penalties, plus strong organised trade
unions are needed to make work safer and healthier.

the last 30 years have seen an assault on workers having a massive impact
on health, safety and welfare.  an assault with increased stress, bullying,
continual scrutiny, workers micro-managed, tagged and even microchipped.
With punitive sickness and absence polices and anti trade union legislation.
With unrelenting insecurity, intolerable pressure and intensification of work.  

so what will keep us safe at work?  Health and safety is the strongest
workplace organising tool.  We need workers to say ‘we are not having it!’,
not accepting these dangerous and unhealthy working conditions and the
strongest trade union organised workplaces need to take the lead.  We all
have to be more outspoken, challenge more and give workers the
confidence to collectivise issues.  We need to demand employers get rid of
these toxic workplaces.  We all deserve to work in safe and decent
conditions with at least a living wage. 

Janet neWsaM Is CoorDInator of Greater ManCHester HazarDs Centre

Boycott the
EU election

Workers of  all lands, unite!
May Day Greetings to all Unity! readers

H

H
Communist Party international
secretary John Foster told the
party’s political committee that the

European elections scheduled for May 23
are illegitimate. The ‘people’s vote’ in the
biggest poll in British history in June 2016
was to leave the European Union and
that this should be reinforced by a
‘People’s Boycott’ of the EU elections if
they go ahead.

Britain should have left the EU  by now
– but this been prevented so far by a
majority of MPs and the Tory Cabinet
who want to keep us tied to EU single
market and customs union rules if they
can't sabotage Brexit altogether, he said.

Boycotting the elections to a ‘sham
European Parliament that cannot even
initiate its own legislation’ would send the

clearest message to the political and big
business establishment that the
referendum result must be honoured.

In particular, he warned against Labour
presenting itself as an anti-Brexit party,
as some of its leaders and European
candidates are intent upon doing.

Reaffirming the Communist Party’s
demand for an early General Election
and the formation of a left-led Labour
government, John Foster said this
prospect would be undermined in many
constituencies where working-class
electors had voted to quit the EU.

Furthermore, most of the Tory-held
marginal seats that Labour must win to
form a government also voted heavily to
leave the EU – and they will not swing
over to an anti-Brexit, anti-democratic

Labour Party agenda, he reasoned.
Britain’s Communists emphasised the

need for a future Labour government to
be free from EU pro-market, pro-big
business rules in order to carry out many
of its radical manifesto policies.

They also welcomed the ‘spirit and
commitment’ of the Extinction Rebellion
movement that has been occupying parts
of central London recently. 

But the Communist Party’s political
committee pointed out that winning the
war against carbon emissions, global
warming and climate change is not
possible without winning the war against
capitalist ownership, market anarchy and
political power and for the social
ownership and planning of energy,
transport and the economy as a whole.



Danger!
FasCIsM

tony ConWay

tHe CoMMUnIst party is committed to
exposing fascist ideology wherever it might
arise. the party has issued a new pamphlet

to develop that knowledge and awareness of  how
and why fascism can emerge – and how it can be
challenged and defeated. It is important that the
fight against racism and fascism does not remain
defensive. the labour and anti-racist, anti-fascist
movements in britain need to develop a clear set of
objectives and a strategy to achieve them. In this
context, demands that cannot be satisfied short of
socialist revolution are futile and will be seen as
such by most of  the people whose support and
involvement is vital for any progress at all. 

that is why Communists puts forward:
H equal rights for all workers, citizens and
residents in britain.  H an end to all racist
immigration and nationality laws. H Humane
treatment for asylum seekers and refugees. H
an amnesty for overstayers who have not been
engaged in serious criminal activity. H Greater
resources for teaching english and the native
languages of  Wales, scotland and Cornwall to
immigrants and refugees. H Comprehensive
anti-racist education in the school curriculum.H
tougher legal penalties for implicit racism within
the press and media.

Immediately, Communists stress the
importance of  anti-racists working together and
standing ready to oppose the entry of  far-right
activists into our communities. this means
campaigning against austerity and its local
consequences in ways which seek to unite all
residents whatever their nationality, race or
religion – not simply parchuting in when far-right
or fascist groups seek to exploit divisions.

Most important of  all, Communists stress the
longer-term importance of  redeveloping class
politics. Local, national and international
working-class solidarity is at the centre of  our
work. In britain today, this means actively
drawing the labour movement and its trade
unions and trades union councils into anti-racist,
anti-fascist activity in local communities.
Campaigning inside workplaces and in our
communities has to be aligned to the practical
issues that affect all working people. It is through
such campaigning that a common understanding
of  the origins of  poverty, unemployment and
homelessness grows. alongside this, political
consciousness will develop of  the need for a
working-class unity if  these and the other innate
problems of  capitalism are to be overcome by
taking the road to socialism.

tony ConWay Is tHe ConVeneor of tHe

CoMMUnIst party’s antI-raCIst, antI-fasCIst

CoMMIssIon

£2  from www.communist-party.org.uk

Join the Communist Party, the party 
of working class power and liberation
I want to join the Communist Party/young Communists
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H april May Return to Communist Party Ruskin House 23 Coombe Road Croydon CR0 1BD
e mail office@communist-party.org.uk  or call 02086861659  

CPB

Workers of all
lands, unite!
a labour movement
policy on migration,
labour and refugees
£2 from
www.communist-
party.org.uk

building for socialism

PETERLOO

eVan prItCHarD

tHIs year is the 200th anniversary of  the
attack by the armed forces of  the state,
acting under the direction of  the wealthy

local oligarchs, at st peter’s fields in Manchester,
on peaceful demonstrators. the working class of
Manchester and the surrounding Lancashire towns
and villages, assembled to hear demands for the
vote to be extended to workers.

the events of  that day in august saw the
deaths of  18 people, with up to 700 injured.
from then on, it was known as the peterloo
Massacre. this was an ironic take on the battle
of  Waterloo where british forces were led by
Lord Wellington, by then a member of  the
reactionary tory government.

Manchester has remembered peterloo for
many years now, at events where Maxine peake
(star of  the recent film peterloo) read out the
names of  the dead. this year thas particular
prominence, and the commemorations later in
the year will be marked with a number of
events, with assistance from the likes of  red
saunders, famous in the late 70s from the rock
against racism movement which organised gigs
to help campaign against the rise of  the fascist
national front.

Communists in the north West welcome the
attention given to this anniversary, and
particular to those aspects of  the
commemorations that draw parallels with the
struggle of  working class people for our
democratic rights, including the right to trade
union organisation and solidarity action.  It’s
important that the political element is given as
much prominence as the cultural and historical.
after all, the tories are in government today,
and still attacking working class people!

there’s a direct link between the struggle for
the right to vote for, and have control over our
government and  that for our rights at work.
peterloo is as much a part of  our history of
struggle as the tolpuddle Martyrs or the events
in Chicago in 1886 that are remembered
internationally on Mayday.

Moreover, those in Manchester remembering
the centenary (also this year) of  the massacre in
amritsar, India, by british troops can see the
links between oppression by the british ruling
class at home and against its colonial subjects
abroad.  and the fact that the controversy over
the events much closer to us, and much more
recently, in Derry in January 1972 has not gone
away only reinforces this.

eVan prItCHarD Is tHe CoMMUnIst party

nortH West DIstrICt seCretary

s The scene above
from the film
Peterloo shows the
military joining
with the drunken
sons of the the
yeomanry and local
landowners to
massacre working
people campaiging
for the vote.

JEREMY
CORBYN

‘The Morning
Star is the

most precious
and only voice
we have in the

daily media’
£1 weekdays, 

£1.50 at weekends.
From newsagents 

or online
www.morningstaronline.co.uk

POLITICaL EdUCaTIOn

anDy baIn

forty stUDents took part – over two jam-
packed days involving theory, skills training,
discussion circles, redtalks and presentations

– in the Building for Socialism residential school at the
workers’ stately home, Wortley Hall, near sheffield.

Members of  the Communist party, young
Communist League (yCL) and the Labour party
gathered at the weekend school named in
memory of  legendary workers’ leader Kevin
Halpin.

the weekend began with a session entitled
‘Making the arguments for socialism’ with an
emphasis on the real-life experiences and
difficulties faced by socialists and communists. 

the crucial element here was to send the
message that with determination, consistency,
knowledge and a certain amount of  courage
winning support for socialism in the wider
movement and working class, as well as scoring
crucial victories are all possible.

young Communist women’s organiser Holly
Morcos steered a discussion on organising
precariously employed workers, a key issue in the
battles ahead as the capitalist class attempts to
steer society further towards a low-wage,
deregulated neoliberal nightmare of  work.

the disproportionate effect that zero-hours
contracts in the so-called gig economy have on
women was made clear. 

Women are hit by deregulation in the health
and social care sector, as well as the resulting
impact this has on childcare.

one of the main points to emerge from this
discussion was that the concept of  ‘precarity’ in
work is not some new phenomenon, but rather
the result of  historic defeats for the labour
movement in the arena of  workers’ rights.

a vibrant discussion was held on different
models of  dealing with the problem; on trade
union organising and on a more political approach
that deals with employers in order to force direct
employment.

perhaps the most burning questions for
Marxists is how the efforts of  a Jeremy Corbyn
government might be undermined by the
opposing forces of  the state and big business.

the workshop on this subject revolved around
all the weapons that may be produced by the
ruling class from its extensive armoury in order to
undermine, frustrate and demotivate socialists
and progressives supporting a left-led
government. 

the possibility of  co-ordinated media
campaigns, attacks by Mps, economic sabotage,
capital flight, High Court injunctions, the state
capture of  Labour councils, collusion by right
wing trade union leaders and pressure put on
Labour to join in with imperialist wars were all
considered as a seriously daunting set of
challenges. 

there was further discussion as to whether
there was enough awareness in the labour
movement of  the extent of  these threats and if
the movement was prepared for the challenge
of  facing up to capitalist reaction.

attention turned to local organising and how
communistsand socialists can make a profound
difference with the example of  discipline, hard
work and optimism in the work of  local
campaigning organisations.

tam Kirby of  fife people’s assembly (pa)
argued the case for ‘sustained local campaigning
rather than set piece demonstrations in London
or Glasgow that just send people away feeling
better, but achieving nothing.’

Workshops of  a more practical nature
allowed organisers to discuss the finer details
of  local campaigning. this gave an opportunity
to share knowledge, experience and a chance
to ask questions about anything from leaflet
design, how to arrange speakers and rallies, to
advice on how to become a social media
warrior for the working class.

Communist party general secretary robert
Griffiths closed the weekend by pointing out
that the way to ensure a Labour government
would be by the same kind of  upsurge in
grassroots activity against austerity that led to
Corbyn becoming leader in the first place.

He added that britain already had a nascent
version of  the yellow vests, perhaps in a more
distinctly british form, in the guise of  the people’s
assembly. He emphasised the need to develop
mass struggle with revitalised local assemblies.

In the closing feedback session attendees
said that they took from the weekend
understanding, knowledge and confidence to
return to their campaigns with a clearer picture
of  community and union organising and a
renewed sense of  energy. other outputs
included the formation of  new networks, a
desire for more education, improved
organisation and more activity while both the
young Communists and the Communist party
also gained new members.

anDy baIn Is tHe CoMMUnIst party’s
InDUstrIaL orGanIser

the EU and Brexit
questions and answers
£2 from
www.communist-
party.org.uk
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